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ON 

TEST

Two well-priced practical 

tents, though the 

traditional version feels 

more spacious.

verdict

glance
at a

Price AirVolution £598; 

poled £330

Expect to pay AirVolution 

£485; poled £265

Club Care insurance £32 

Sleeps Five

Weight AirVolution 

18.5kg; poled 17.5kg

Packed size AirVolution 

74cm x 41cm x 41cm; 

poled 74cm x 34cm x 

34cm

Dimensions Outer 4.3m 

x 3.3m; inner 2.1m x 3.1m 

(divided in two 2.1m x 

1.2m and 2.1m x 1.9m)

Height 2m

Materials Outer polyester; 

inner breathable 

polyester; groundsheet 

polyethylene; air tubes or 

steel and GRP

Warranty One year

Contact SunnCamp

Tel 01245 329933

Web  

www.sunncamp.co.uk

SunnCamp makes the Breton 500 in a traditional poled version 
and with inflatable tubes. CANDY EVANS compares the two

THE SUNNCAMP Breton 500 is a tent that’s 

been around for a while. It’s a practical family 

unit with a large sleeping cabin at the rear that 

can be divided into two sections, one to sleep 

three and the other sleeping two.

Ventilation should be good, with large 

mesh panels at the rear of the sleeping cabin – 

matching a vent panel on the flysheet – and 

above the windows at the sides. There’s a 

new set of ventilation panels above the 

front door in the 2015 models that can 

be closed using zip-up panels if things 

get a little too breezy.

The tent is a tunnel design with four 

hoops and decent headroom throughout. 

The good-sized living space has a light grey 

roof while the sleeping cabin is of a darker 

fabric that should keep out some of the early 

morning sunlight when you want to sleep.

At the front is a door that will form a sun 

canopy if opened fully and the tent comes 

with appropriate canopy poles.

On our test day I saw two 

different versions of the 

Breton 500. The first 

was the standard 

edition with steel 

poles at the sides, 

GRP ones across the 

top and bright green 

and black connectors 

to keep them together. 

The spacious living area 

has extra bracing poles 

along its length, which can 

provide hanging space for light items such as 

lanterns.

The second tent was an air-framed Breton 500, 

and I was quite surprised how different the two 

tents felt inside. Although the colours and most 

fabrics are the same, the AirVolution version has 

four inflatable tubes and the extra 

space taken by these eats into 

the living area. If you see this 

tent on its own the tubes 

don’t seem intrusive, but if 

you view the two tents side 

by side the traditional one 

feels much more spacious.

The AirVolution Breton 

has basic valves so you’ll need 

to watch the pressure as you pump 

– neither the pump nor the valve will stop you 

over inflating the tubes – but you can access the 

valves from inside or outside the tent.

In terms of materials, the air-tubed tent has a 

flysheet of 150-dernier polyester while the more 

traditional one has a thinner, 75-dernier fabric, 

meaning the air version’s flysheet should be more 

hardwearing.

My conclusion? Personally, I’d be more 

tempted by the poled version of the Breton 

500. Apart from the price advantage, I’d value 

the extra living space inside over the speed 

of pitching of the AirVolution version. But it’s 

definitely a matter of taste as both are practical 

tents at a good price.

Top left: The poled SunnCamp Breton 500. 

Top right: The AirVolution version. Left: Inside 

the AirVolution. Above: A pole connector 
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